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Introduction to Rater Training 



Rater Training 

 Why is rater training important? 
 Promotes more accurate ratings 
 Promotes higher inter-rater reliability 
 Promotes higher intra-rater reliability 
 

 We want to be able to meaningfully interpret and 
compare students’ scores. 
 Test reliability and validity!  
 A student’s scores should not depend on what rater he/she 

had. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Rater training really needs to involve an in-depth look at the scoring rubrics and….the criteriathe rubric point descriptions-However, there are _______ content areas represented here along with ______ CTE areas….and different grade bands as well as many performance tasks within all of these categoriesso, we cannot focus on each of your rubricswe can, however, give you some information about what “best practices” in rater training look likeyou can take this information back to your schools….share it with others who may be rating your performance tasks-Why is rater training important?promotes more accurate ratings…helps minimize the effects of construct-irrelevant variance (Lievens, 2001; Baldwin et al, 2009)promotes more interrater reliability (Lievens, 2001)promotes interviewer reliability and criterion-related validity (Huffcutt & Woehr, 1999; Conway et al., 1995)---in Melchers et al. (2011)



Rater Training: Basic Steps 

Prior to rater training, tasks and rubrics are created, reviewed, and 
validated by experts. Rater training typically involves these steps: 
 
1. Task/Rubric. Trainees review the task and scoring rubric. 
 
2. Sample Student Work. Trainer guides trainees through samples 
of  student work at various  performance levels. 
 
3. Practice Scoring. Trainees practice scoring sample student work. 
Trainer and trainees discuss scores. Trainees receive feedback on 
scores. 
 
4. Reliability Check 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion with feedback on scores: Give corrective feedback to ratersReliability CheckRater calibration involves:Opportunity to let trainees think through any biases they may haveOpportunity to better understand the criteria and behavioral descriptionsWith rater calibration, there is typically some criterion established (e.g., 80% agreement with experts’ scores)In the literature…many studies “report values above .70 to be reliable” (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007)Percent of exact or adjacent agreement (within one score point) between raters Adjacent agreement – criterion is 90%Exact agreement – criterion is 70%These criteria, of course, depend on the purpose of the assessment—is it high-stakes? If it is classroom-level, then lower levels of rater agreement are okay (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007)Also, you want to see INTRA-rater agreement (consistency in a single rater’s scores across “multiple ratings over time”)(Cash et al., 2012)



Rater Training: Step 1 

 Raters (trainees) are given information about: 
 The purpose of the assessment 
 The tasks in which students will engage 
 Rubric format (i.e., score points, layout) 
 Scoring criteria (with definitions of key words) 
 Rubric point descriptions 
 

 Remind trainees that scores should be based on: 
 Criteria in the rubric 
 The behavioral descriptors (i.e., rubric point descriptions) with 

each criterion in the rubric 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically, trainees should review ALL information in the taskContent standardGrade bandDOK level/Cognitive ComplexityInstructions, etc.Remind trainees that they should not use any additional criteria when scoring -you may find that, as you rate your sample student work, you are actually scoring on criteria above and beyond what is specified in the rubric-if this happens, you need to think about:    1.) are those extra criteria relevant to the claims and KSAs? If so, they should be added to the rubric. If not, how can you redesign the task such that students would not be scored on these criteria?	   2.) as an example—with Reading, Writing, Communicating…if you have your students write an essay and find yourself evaluating their handwriting (but handwriting is not an actual criterion in the rubric), you need to consider the importance of handwriting (if it is important….add it to the rubric…….if it’s not important….re-design the task [e.g., have students type their papers])If other criteria are consistently sneaking their way into your ratings, this could indicate:BiasInsufficient information on the rubric (i.e., criteria, rubric point descriptions)Basically, we want to “Focus on raters’ observation of behavior instead of raters’ evaluations of behavior” (Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994)“An emphasis on observation vs. judgment.”



Rater Training: Step 1 

 Provide trainees with information about common 
rating errors: 
 Halo 
 Leniency 
 Severity 
 Central tendency 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rating Errors….Some research suggests that teaching about rater errors can actually increase errors because raters are forcing their distributions.HaloExample: you have a student who has one or two desirable attributes (e.g., likeable, tries hard), so you assume that student will rate highly on the performance task criteria without really paying attention to his/her performance.Leniency—giving high ratings to nearly every student (regardless of the differences in performance)Severity—(opposite of leniency) Central Tendency—rating in the middle of the scale when performance is actually high/low-level on the rating scaleThis gives the impression that there are no low performers or high performersLearning about rater errors is important, BUT……sometimes students’ scores really ARE all very high/low/in the middleBe aware of rater errors, but make sure you don’t overcorrectJTL—sometimes, raters will get stuck in “response sets” such as rating all or most examinees in the middle, or really high (leniency), etc.



Rater Training: Step 2 

 Trainees review “anchor papers” to help them 
envision what particular score points on particular 
criteria look like. 
 “High” anchor paper 
 “Medium” anchor paper 
 “Low” anchor paper 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(add an example here of an “anchor paper” for a particular performance level on a particular criterion)-trainees would review the anchor papers and compare the characteristics of the anchor papers-the “anchor papers” may not even be papers at all….they may be VIDEOS of students performing tasks-we want to present student “work” by the most authentic means



 
 

Example Anchor Papers 



Criterion 2  
Organizational 
structure: Uses 
logical principles to 
organize reasons 
and evidence 

Criterion 1 
Introduces claims: Engages 
the reader in the topic 

Justifications for Scores 
  
Student scored 4 out of 4 on all criteria Reading, Writing, & 

Communicating 
  

6th grade 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HIGH/GOOD student sample…this helps trainees see what a “4” on the criteria would look like



Criterion 2 
Organizational 
structure: The 
connection between 
reasons and evidence 
or the reasons and the 
central claim is 
unclear. 
  

Criterion 3 
Supporting evidence: 
The writer 
demonstrates 
confusion about the 
topic. 
  
  
  
  

Criterion 1 
Introductory claims: 
Personal opinions 
confuse rather than 
strengthen the claim. 

Justifications for Scores 
  

Student scored 1 out of 4 on all criteria 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOW student sample…this helps trainees see what a “1” on the criteria would look likeTrainees should always be provided with anchor papers at many levels of performance.We showed you anchor papers for “4” and “1”, but trainees would need to see what “2” and “3” look like, as well



 Trainees score sample student work 
 Sample student work should represent various levels of 

performance. 
 Trainers might break up scoring each sample into sections. 
 

 Purposes: 
 Assess inter-rater agreement on the rubrics 
 Identify potential issues with the tasks/rubrics 

 

Rater Training: Step 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After becoming familiar with scoring criteria and rubric point descriptions, trainees are ready to practice scoring.Since you are all familiar with the criteria and rubric point descriptions (after all, you designed the tasks!), you will practice scoring.



Rater Training: Step 3 

 Discuss scores and provide feedback to one another 
 Are there any inconsistencies in your scores? 

 Talk about how each rater justifies his/her scores. 
 For major discrepancies/disagreements about scores…do the 

rubric point descriptions need to be re-written? 
 

 Is the rubric missing any important criteria? 
 
 Are any score points seldom-used? Why? 

 Trial data will help with this discussion, as well. 
 



Rater Training: Step 4 

 Reliability Check 
 Once you have agreed on scores to assign to the student work, 

your scores can be considered “expert” scores. 
 If you want to train new raters, you can use the same sample 

work and your ratings to calibrate new raters’ scores. 
 

 Rater Calibration 
 Raters who have not been ‘calibrated’ to a scoring rubric 

introduce error into scores. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 5 typically involves calibrating trainees’ scores to experts’ scoresthree or more experts’ scoresin this situation, you are considered experts…so you all will reach consensus on scores and use this consensus information to train new ratersCash et al. (2012) page 532What does “expert” mean? (JTL)-someone who has a background in the content area-It isn’t always feasible to find this “ideal expert,” thoughA poorly-constructed rater calibration:-[JTL--former employer] used only one “expert” rater per sample essay-raters provided with a sample of student work-raters scored the essay, then compared their ratings to an expert’s rating (one expert)-The problem is that….a good practice is to allow at least THREE experts to rate the example student work…this provides a good overall “expert” rating-when trainee raters were trying to calibrate to the expert’s rating, they had a hard time because they didn’t necessarily agree with the expert’s rating-Having several experts rate the exemplar work is very helpful-Discuss discrepancies in scores-in a very formal rater training program, one could statistically evaluate the differences between trainees’ scores and experts scores (at the “item level” (individual criteria) and the total score)Generalizability theory)….looking at the magnitude of mean differences between experts and trainees



Rating Practice Documents 

 Materials you will provide: 
 Student work samples 
 Rubrics 
 

 Materials we have provided: 
 Rating Practice Guidelines 
 Scoring Sheet 
 Rater Calibration Tool (Excel doc) 
 
All documents are on the website: 
http://www.coloradoplc.org/node/12765  

 

http://www.coloradoplc.org/node/12765
http://www.coloradoplc.org/node/12765
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